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Name:

Station 1

Task 1
The statements below give you some information about Tavi
Gevinson who became popular with her own fashion blog (thestylerookie.com)
when she was very young.
Since then her success has been unbreakable.
Look up further information on the Internet and write it down.

I was eleven years
old when I started my
own fashion blog.

I also wrote
comments about
runaway fashion.

In the beginning
my blog had nearly
50,000 readers daily.

The name of my blog
is Style Rookie.

The name of my
online magazine is
Rookie.

S
R

O
V
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When I turned 17, I
became an actress.

H
C

U
A

Tavi
Gevinson

I was born on
21st April, 1996 in
Chicago, Illinois.

I posted selfies of
me and my friends
in different outfits.
In September 2011
the first issue of my
magazine for teenage
girls only was
published.
At the age of 18
I had my Broadway
debut.

I’ve been invited to
Fashion Week in
New York and Paris.

Task 2
Use the statements, your notes and pictures to write a short article about Tavi
Gevinson in your exercise book.
Find a partner and read your article to him / her.
Give each other feedback about the article.
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Text work

Tavi Gevinson

Name:

Station 3

Text work

A trip down the Amazon River
Task
Cut out the cards.
Put the correct beginning and the end of the sentences together.
Read the story about Ed Stafford.

Ed Stafford walked

he wrote a daily

down the Amazon

blog about his

River

situation.

and the help

this trip was

of natives
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O
V

Ed started his

not the safest

adventure in Peru

place on earth

in the Andes

with its dangerous

mountains

animals.

While Ed was
walking down the
river,

attention to climate
change.

H
C

S
R

(= Einheimische).

U
A

rainforest is

without technology
Ed’s idea behind

to draw the world’s

The Amazon

For this adventure
he needed

Ed wouldn’t have
been able to fulfil
his mission

and followed the
stream of the river
to the river’s mouth
(= Mündung) in
Brazil.

fresh fruit, nuts or
fish therefore he
struggled (= sich
durchkämpfen)
throughout his
walk.

It was not easy for

as the first man

more than two

Ed to find

ever.

years.
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Name:

Station 5

Text work

The dream of flying
Task 1
Read the following text.
Take the correct word for each gap from the box and write it into the empty
spaces.
Look up any words you don’t know in a dictionary.
The dream of flying
1

feathers

U
A

has pursued this dream since the dawn of history.
2

In the Greek saga of Icarus his wishful
impaired his caution. To be able to fly he glued bird
3

of flying

H
C

to his arms and legs with wax. His father warned
4

him that the feathers shouldn’t get

S
R

5

about

O
V

Nevertheless the real flying pioneers were the Wright
8

9

balloon
started

were to carry out flight
invention

experiments with model aeroplanes and gliding.
Although they

mankind
imagine

became successful with their stunning flights with a hot-air

brothers. In 1900 their first

steps

6

During the French Revolution the Montgolfier

7.

eventually

and he shouldn’t get

too close to the sun. But he was so euphoric he
the warnings and crashed.

brothers

to fly with powered aeroplanes in

thinking
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1903, they only flew as far as 300 m in the beginning and
10

These days nobody can
12

Task 2

forgot

45 km.
11

that the plane’s

wet

was just 100 years ago.

“Track 7”

Now listen to the text on the CD and check your solutions.
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